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Administrative centre a disagreeable city in a disagreeable
climate—so as to prevent men from too much desiring to
become Administrators. On the other hand, home life would
be probably so agreeable that it might be difficult to find
people ready to assume the ignoble job of Administration.
But with Geneva to cure the one type and Washington to
attract the others we might do pretty well.
All other agglomerations except seaports and university,
historical and beautiful towns would gradually disappear;
towns like Pittsburg or Leeds being assisted in their dis-
appearance. . . . And, your work for the supporting of
yourself being reduced to a minimum, there would be no
reason why you should not spend a third or a half or two-
thirds of the year in travelling. That would be a mere
matter of arrangement with your neighbours. ... Or you
could spend it in pacing trackless solitudes, galloping on
mustangs round stock, baring your he-male breast to the
breeze off the waste spaces. Or you could be a member—or
the conductor—of a football team on a cup-tie tour in
Eastern Persia, or of your local opera troupe to La Scala
in Milan. ... Or you might even be permitted to gain
millions and millions of gold poker chips at Monte Carlo
and billions of dollars' worth of the stock of deceased Utility
Corporations on Wall Street. Or, after obtaining the
necessary certificates of character and attainments, you
might, if your tastes lay that way, become a pedlar and
pass your life travelling between Memphis and Cathay. . . .
I think I should put in for that. . . . And yet . . .
You know, sitting in this bus between Bristol and Knox-
ville, in the black night I am surely travelling. . . . But
beneath the pins and needles that have invaded my whole
frame goes another tingling. ... It is getting on for June.
. * . I start so that the head of the elderly gentleman from
Staunton gets a jolt on my knees. . . . What is that fool
doing with my vines? , . . Over there where it is already
dawn long past and the song of the nightingale mixes with
the sound of the surf from the Mediterranean. . . . And
even my mustard and cress in the soup-tureen in New York
must be dried up fay now, . . .

